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The fragile radiance of butterflies and the delicate beauty of flowers lend an exceptionally attractive

touch to these twelve practical place-keepers. Adapted from rare Victorian-era chromolithographs,

each design features a colony of gloriously colored butterflies surrounded by charming floral

accents. A lovely way to find your page in any book, these sturdy, laminated bookmarks are

perforated for easy removal.
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Dover Publications has gotten a well-deserved good-guy rep for turning out a series of booklets like

this one, that offer twelve tear-out bookmarks at a price below that of a greeting card.TWELVE

OLD-TIME BUTTERLY BOOKMARKS begs the issue: no particular "old-fashioned" quality of these

prints came through to me, more of a clip-art/commercial illustration vibe. The butterflies are

attractive but hardly stunning; and there seems to be a great deal of repetition of the same or similar

butterflies from one strip to the next. Also, the butterflies are not identified by name. Pretty, but I

doubt it will enhance anyone's appreciation of nature art.Instead, I would recommend more highly

TWELVE AUDUBON BOOKMARKS based on John James Audubon's prints. This is classic

illustration, yet so highly realistic that they are still used today for illustrative purposes as well as art.



And happily, all the bird species are identified by name! A much more satisfying work of art and

even educational too, with a great American heritage.

These are really cute. They come in a little book and tear out. Each bookmark is perfect for a

paperback. Also, each bookmark is really pretty with different butterflies on each one. I was looking

for bookmarks for paperbacks and these work wonderfully.

I love the Dover bookmark series. It's a cheap and easy way to get a ton of bookmarks quick. Why

spend two dollars for a single bookmark when you can get twelve for the same price?I do trim the

perforated edges with scissors so that they stick in the spine of books, but other than those few

minutes of work, these could not be easier to disassemble and use. I love the butterfly design as

well. It's colorful, bright, and I use the printed side as an indicator of where I left off in the

book--turning the design toward the page I last read.

My 6 year old just started reading and sometimes likes to read several books at one time. She loves

butterflies so these are perfect for her. They are a mid-grade card stock and you seriously can't beat

this price.

These butterfly bookmarks are all very pretty and each one is different. For the price they are

absolutely great, but they are certainly not high quality book marks. They come in book form, and

you need to de-staple them and tear at perferated lines to separate them. This means that each

bookmark has at least one rough edge, and many have two rough edges, from the perferation. If

you are like me and you read a lot and lose a lot of bookmarks, this is a great product. If you want

somehting that is nice I would spend a little more and get a product that looks finished.

I got three "books" of these bookmarks and took them to a print shop and had them laminated -

came out to less than $1 per bookmark and are now very durable.

These are very pretty bookmarks, but not as pretty as the bird ones. They are perforated along

edges but that does keep price reasonable.

Great price on the bookmarks, they have very nice designs on them, and I sent one out to each

costumer who buys a book from me...
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